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^
The Fauna of Australia i«), takin<^ the Animal Kingdom as a
whole, extremely I'ich and varied ; it is also more distinctively
local ia its general character than thai of any other large area
of the earth's surface. But, thou^i'h the strictly Australian
character exists throughout, the Fauna varies considerably in
different parts of the country, the variations being evidently
caused in some instances by differences in soil and climate, and
in others by contiguity to other Zoological regions.
Those which are produced by soil and climate alone,—such,
for instance, as the marked difTerence in the Fauna of the East
Coast Districts and tliie huge basin of the interior west of the
Coast range,—are evidently mere changes in the indigenous
Fauna, brought about by the instrumentality of these causes
exercised over an immense period of time ; while the still more
marked distinctions between the Zoological productions of the
southern and temperate regions of Australia and the tropical
northern parts, though, no doubt, also much influenced by
climate, may also be traced to the vicinity of the Indo-Malayan
islands and seas, from which, undoubtedly, many of the
North Australian Birds, Butterflies, Fishes, &c. have been
derived, Wallace, in his great work on " The Geographical
Distribution of Animals," divides his Australian Region into
—
1, The Austro-Malayan ; 2, The Australian ; 3, The Poly-
nesian ; and 4, The New Zealand Sub-regions,
It is to the second of these only, the Australian—the Islands
of New Holland and Tasmania— that the following observations
will apply. But of the Zoology even of this limited portion
of the whole region there is yet much to be learnt. Large
portions of the north-west and centre of Australia are still a
tet'ra incor/nita, and even in the best known districts the smaller
forms of Animal life have been but little investigated.
To begin with the Sub-kingdom VEHTEBBATA. The
Class first in rank and importance is the ]^axnmalian, and
in this Australia occupies certainly the most unique position in
the universe. The absence of most of the Orders of this Class
common in other parts of the world, and the prevailing
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pi'esence of Orders almost unknown except in Australia, are
tlie most remarkable features of tlie Mammalian Fauna in
Australia. The paucity of numbers is also a striking- feature,
the entire number of known species not exceeding l60 of all
Orders.
The BIMANA are represented by a variety or species of
tlie genus Homo, supposed to have migi'ated from countries
north of Australia at some remote period. The Australian
Blackfellow, as he is called, is believed to belong to the
division of the human race known as the " Oceanic Negro,"
and though he does not present much resemblance to the
Papuan, there can be little doubt but that both races emanate
fi'om the same source oi- centre.
The Order QUADRUMANA is entii-ely absent from
Australia. The FERiE are also unrepresented, with the
exception of the Native Dog (Can is d'nujo). wdiich in all
probability is only coeval with man as an inhabitant of Aus-
tralia. The FINN [P EDIA are I'epresented by a few species
of Seals, common to other i)arts of the Pacific as well as the
Australian Coasts.
The CETACEA are mostly of wide range, and can scarcely
be said to belong to any country ; but the seas round Australia
abound in whales of several species, and the shores swarm with
porpoises. One genus, however, is peculiar to the warm seas of
Northern Australia,—a species ofManatee (Ilalirore Dugonfj),
an animal much valued for the medicinal qualities of the oil
which it yields.
The important Order UNGULATA is entirely absent from
Australia. There is not even a Native Pig, though two
species are fbimd on the adjacent island of New Guinea.
Since the advent of the white man all, or nearly all, of the
most useful animals of this Order have been successfullv
acclimatized. The Orders PROBOSCIDEA, EDENTATA,
and INSECTIVORA are also totally unrepresented. The
CHIROPTERA number about 30 species; ofthese five belong
to the PTEROPODID/E or Frugiverous Bats, generally
"
called Flying Foxes, and they are all probably importations
from New Guinea and the islands of the Dutch Archipelago.
The Insectivorous Bats are chiefly of the genera Harpyia,
3I0U0SSVS, Tapliozouii, Mhinolophns, Nijctophilm, SrotopJiiliifi,
Ycspertilio, and Nycticejus.
The great Order of RODENTIA is limited in Australia to
about 27 species of the Family Mukid^, and these are dis-
tributed thus :—15 species are placed in the genus il/?/.<, nine
in the genus HapaJotix, a genus only diffeiing from J/?/.s- in
the large ears and elongated tail, and three or four species of
the genus Jlydroviys, the Beaver Rats of Australia and
Tasmania.
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But it is in the remaining two Orders of the Mammalia that
Australia shows the greatest dissimilarity to the rest of the
world.
The MONOTREMATA and MARSUPIALTA, the two
Orders in question, comprise all the Implacental Mammalia
known. The first of these, the MONOTREMATA, consists
of two genera only
—
EcJiidna and Oniifhorht/nrhxs—the first
(^-E^rA/f/>iaJ, containing three species—one found in New Guinea;
and the other ( Ornitho)-hi/)irhnn) of ane species, exclusively
Australian. The embryology and true position of these
animals have long been a puzzle to naturalists ; but investiga-
tions lately made by Mr. Caldwell, Fellow of Caius College,
Cambridge, are likely to set all doubts at rest for ever. The
results of his labours have not yet l)een published, l)ut it is
known that he has ascertained l>('yond question that both
genera are ovi])arous. Di-. Mikloulio Macleay has also lately
been making observations on the temperature of the body of
living Monotrematn, and has found it to l)e extremely low for
the class of animals to which they seem to belong, the tempera-
ture of the Echnida being not over 85'' Fahrenheit, and that of
Ornithorhynchus about 10" less, or 75" Fahrenheit.
The MARSUPIALIA form the main mass of the Aus-
tralian Mammalia, an Order unknown elsewhere among recent
animals, except in the case of the Didelphid.e (Opossums)
of North America. This Ordei-, to judge from the Fossil
remains, had a wide and comprehensive range over the surfiice
of the earth during the ])eriod known to geologists as the
Jurassic, and the inference therefrom is that while other
portions of the glol)e liave been submerged since that period,
and re-inhabited by a later growth of living things, Australia,
or the greater part of it, has rcniained unchanged, except to
the extent produced by extensive denudation and deep alluvial
or glacial deposits during countless ages. Geological discovery
bears out this hypothesis, inasmuch as it has demonstrated the
existence, in the filled-up cavities of the Siluiian Limestone
Rocks and the deep Pleistocene deposits found throughout
Australia, numerous l)ones of Mammals of extinct species, and
some of gigantic size, but all Marsupial.
The existing Marsupials of Australia mimber a little over
100 species, and these may be very naturally divided into five
groups, which very faintly represent, or are supposed to repre-
sent, some of the missing Orders of the Placental Mi^mmals.
Thus the grass-eating Kangaroos are said to represent the Unott-
LATA ; the Leaf-eaters— Opossums, Flying Scpiirrels, &c.
—
the Rodents; the Entomaphagu, the Insectivora; and
the Sarcophaga, the Fer^. However, these are only relations
of analogy—there is no real affinity. The first of these groups,
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the grass-eatint^ Marsupials, or Macropodidje, number over
50 species, and comprise the c:enera 3farrop)(.% Halmaturm^,
Petrogah, Dendrolagiis, O.n/rJingalea, Lafjorcliesfes, Bet-
tongia, HyiJsrprjjmiuis, and Ili/paiprymvodon. The second^
j[i;roup,the Entomophaga, are burroAving animals, and comprise'
the genera Parameles or Bandicoot, Cliceropux, and Tar-vpe^ :
they number only eight species. The PiiALANGiSTiDiE include
the Opossum tribe, numbering about 10 species, of the genera
Fhalanfjisfa, Dromicia, Ctiscus, and DactjjhpsUa ; and the
Flying Squirrel tribe, about six species, of the genera Petavrisfd,
Belideus, and Acrohafa. The Leaf-eaters will also include the
very peculiar Sloth-like form of the Phascolarctos or Native
Bear.
The Sarcophaga, or Carnivorous Marsupials, should properly
be limited to the Daaijuriis or Native Cat of Australia, two
species of Thylachrus or Tiger of Tasmania, found fossil in
Australia, and the Sarcoph/his or Tasmanian Devil. But there
are also a number of smaller Carnivorous Marsujiials through-
out Australia -which can scarcely be classed with these extremely
ferocious animals : these are Chcetocerrn.^ 1 species ; Phaaco-
fjcde, two species ; Anferhtiui.t, about eight species : Podahnix
six species, chiefly inhabitants of trees ; and of non-arboi'eal
genern,A7itechinomus, and the very remarkable West Australian
Anteater, Myrmecohin>f. •
One very anomalous Australian Marsupial remains to he
mentioned—" The Wombat." There are four species known
to exist at the present day ; they are root-eating animals of
I'ather large size, burroAv deep in the ground, and are nocturnal
in their habits ; the abundant fossil remains of D/jirofodoit, an
allied genus, lead to the belief that the Wombats were once
more numerous and larger than they are now. They are placed
in the Marsupial Family of Ehizophaga and the genus Pliaa-
coJomy.<<.
Class Aves«
The Birds of Australia are fairly numerous, and remarkable
for the beauty of their plumage. The isolated character of the
Fauna is less marked in this Class than in the Mammals, as
might be expected from their supeiior powers of locomotion,
but still it possesses a very distinctive character.
The most complete list of the Australian Birds is that of
E. P. Ramsay, F.R.S.E., published in 1877 in the Proceedings
of the Linnean Society of New South Wales. He gives there
the number of the described Bii'ds of the country as 744, and a
few species added since bi'ings the number up to 760, or al.ioiU
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one-sixteenth of the total number of known birds, estimated at
12,000 species.
The ACCIPITRES of Australia number about 40 species
out of a total of 600, chiefly of the Family Falcondidae.
The Strigid^ are not numerous, and the Vulturid/e are
not represented at all. The most noticeable species in this
Or<]er are of the sub-geuera Gi/poictiiula and Lophoct'mla.
The Order VOLITORES, or the FISSIROSTRES, is well
represented in some of its families ; thus, the Caprimulgid^
number nearly 20 species, chiefly of the Australian genus
Podargns, and the ALCEDiNiuiE about 15 species, those of
the genus Darelo—generally known as "Laughing Jackasses,"
from their peculiar cry—being of large size and peculiar to the
Australian region. There are five species only of the Hirun-
BiNiDiE, and one of the Cypselid^. A species oiEurystomus
and a 3Ierops are also found in the country, both summer
visitants from New Guinea. The families Capitonid^,
BucEROTiD^, TROooNiDiE, Trochilid^, &c. are entirely
unknown.
The Order PICI is also unknown in Australia. The
SCANSORES are represented by the Cuculid^e, of which
Family there are 15 species, and some of the genera, such as
Scythrops, Eudynaviys and Ccntropus, are confined to the
Australian region. The Order PSITTACI is distinguished
for the variety and beauty of the Australian species. They
number 70 out of a total of 560 species, or one-eighth of
those of the whole world. Among the Cockatoos the genus
Calyptorhynchus, or the Black Cockatoos, are the most char-
acteristic forms. Among the Parrots the most populous genera
are Platycerri/s, Psepliotus, and Euphemla.
The Order PAS8ERES occupy in Australia, as in all the
rest of the world, the most im|)ortant position as regards
numbers. Many families of them, familiar objects in other
parts of the woi-ld, are here wanting, and those which are
represented here are for the most part of distinct genera.
The NECTARiNiDiE count only 1 Dircnon and 1 Cinnyris.
The MELiPHAGiDiE, on the contraiy, arc a Family peculiar
to Australia, seeming to occupy the position of the Trochilidte
in America and the Nectarinidjc of Asia. They are very
numerous, consisting of 19 genera and nearly 200 species.
The genus Ptilofis is the most numerous and most typical of
the group.
The Certhid.t; and Sittid.t^ are represented by a few species
of Cllmactens, Orthonyx, and Sittella. The Pittidte consist
of one genus only, Pitta ; four species are Australian, the
others belong to the tropical regions north of Australia. Under
the Family of Orioliuje may be classed a nuuioer ot truly
Australian Genera, including the singular Bower Bird, several
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special species, the Regent Bird, and Oreocincla and
Cmclosoma.
Among the large Family of Ampelid^ there is but one
Australian genus, Pardalotiis, but it constitutes a peculiar
Australian group. In the familyDicrurid^ the genus Artamus
furnishes eight species, and is almost entirely Australian.
The LANiiDiE, Camphephagidje, and Muscicapidje are
rich in species of the genera Granndus, Camphephaga, Pachy-
cephaJa, CoUuridnda, Falcuncnlus, Manucodia, Rhipidura,
Seisura, Myiagra, 3IicrcBca, Monarcha, Gerygone, Smicornis,
Petroica, Melanodryas, Pcecilodryas^ Drymodes, Eoijsoltria,
and Mentira, the last the most remarkable of all Australian
genera. The weaker forms of the Dentirostres, which may be
included in the Family SYLViiDiE, are also mimerous, and the
genera are almost entirely Australian ; they include the genus
Mahirus, Cisticola, Acanthia, Geohasilea, JEphthianura, &c.
Of the Alaudid^ there are only two species known ; of the
Sturnid^ one only. The Fringillidje, the most numerous
Family in other parts of the world, are almost unknown ; the
few species there are belong to the PloceidcB section and to the
genera Estrelda, Munia, Donacola, Emblevia, Poephila. Of
the CorvidjE there are but four species, and these are of mostly
strictly Australian genera. The lovely Family of the Para-
DisiD^ does not, except in the instances of the three species of
Pfilorhis (the Rifle Birds) reach so far south as Australia.
The Order COLUMBiE is rather richly represented as to
numbers, and remarkably so as to beauty of plumage. In the
north or ti'opical parts, the Polynesian group compiised in the
genus PtUopis is represented by four species ; a few large fruit
pigeons of varying genera are also found abundantly in Northern
Queensland, while the more temperate parts of Australia
possess a number of species of Ground Pigeons of the genera
Phaps, Geophaps, Lophophaps, Ocypliapa, Geophelia, &c.
In the next Order, the GALLIN-^, Australia shows a
greater departure from the rest of the world than in any other
Order of the Aves. There is really nothing in common with
any other country, except the possession of a few species of
Quails, and these mostly are only occasional birds of passage,
and come probably from Central Asia. The Pteroclid^,
the Tetraonidje, with the exception just mentioned, the
Phasianid^e, and all the well known GALLiNiE of other
countries are entirely absent, and the Order is represented by a
family of extraordinary appearance—the llegapodidcB, or
Mound-builders. This family comprises three genera
—
Leipoa—
one species inhabiting the arid wastes of the interior; Talegalla—
one species confined to the East Coast, as far south as New
South Wales ; and 3Iegapodins—two species, limited to the
extreme north. Of this last genus, species have been found on
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many of the islands of the North Australian Coast and
Polynesia.
The Order GRALLJ5, or Wadeis, numbers about 80
species, but they do not differ so much from those of the
rest of the -world as in the preceding Orders. The most
noticeable genera ai'e J^sacifK, Porj)]iijrio, and Trihojii/x.
The ANSERES, or Natatores, number about 150 species in
Australia, but present few local or distinctive chai-acters. The
ANATiBiE are represented by one Swan (a black one), and
about 20 species of Ducks. The genus Cereop.sls is Australian,
and so is An.^eraiias. J3(z'nii-(i is also a remarkable form. The
Gannets, Cormorants, Darter, and Pelican are, with the excep-
tion perhaps of the last, the same the wide Avoi-ld over. The
Frigate and the Tropic Bird are found in the warm seas of the
north. The JPivccUarithe are numerous at sea, the Larkhe
and Sternidce on the shore. Divers and Grebes are numerous,
and in the extreme south the Penguins make their appearance.
Indeed it may be said that all the Ocean Birds, from the ALCiDiE
of the Antarctic Regions to the PucETODoNLiDiE of the Tropics,
are to be found within the circuit of the Australian Seas.
The STRUTHIONES form an Order of which there are
few living sjjccies ; and of the five known living genera
—
Stnitliio, B/iea, Droniaiuf!, Castiarins, and Apien/x—two are
fxclusively of the Australian Region. The genus Droiiia/its
(the Emu) consists of tAvo species, one of Eastern and one of
Western Australia. The other genus, Camarius (the Casso-
wary), comprising one Australian species, is also found in
New Guinea and New Caledonia.
In the Third Class ofthe Vertebrata, the Reptilia, Australia
sustains in a marked manner its distinctive character. The
CHELONIA are, with the exception of the marine Tkstu-
DiN^E, or Turtles, which ai'c common to all the seas of the
Tropical Ocean, of strictly Austi'alian species, and arc found in
every I'iver in the countiy ; and though not so numerous in
species as the Ortler ap])ears to be in America, yet when well
known they will be Ibund to be much moi-e numerous than is
at present sup))osed. Eight species only are recorded in
Xrefft's " List of Australian A'ertebrata," published several
years ago, belonging to the geneia CheJuiJina, Chhiini/a, Elsri/a,
all solely Austi'alian.
The CROCODILIA are limited in Australia to two species,
so far as at present known. One of them, CrocodUus poroms, is
common about the mouths of all the rivers of Australia within
the line of the tropic, and indeed sometimes south of it. The
other, Tumistonia Kreff'fii, a Gavial, has not been seen exce})t
in rivers in the vicinity of Rockingham Bav.
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The Tliird Order of the recent Reptiha (for in this Class
there are whole Orders known only in the fossil state) is the
OPHIDIA. They are numerous in all parts of Australia,
but the tropical districts are much the mo»t productive. In a
Census of the Snakes of Australia, by the Hon. W. Macleay,
published in the Proceedings of the Linnean Society of New
South Wales in 1884, the total number of species of the Order
in Australia is put down at 108, and of these 73 are venomous ;
and deducting the species oi Hydrophidce, which, being Pelagic
animals, are not limited to Australia, it leaves the number of
venomous Land Snakes of Australia at 58, a number far in
excess of those of India and America.
These are all Colubrine Snakes, of the Family Elapid^,
with the exception of one genus, Acantkophis (represented by
one species, known as the " Death Adder"), which shows some
affinity to the Viperid^e. The genera of these venomous
Snakes (almost exclusively 'Australian) are Diemenia, Pseu-
donaja, Pxeudeclna, Brachysoina, Furina, Rhinclaps, Brac-
ktjwojjhis, Petrodijmon, Cacopltis, VerrmceUa, Elapocranium,
IToplocephahts, and Tropidechis.
There are 7 species of the Typhlopidje known, and 11
species of the BoiDiE, of the genera Mo/'clia, Liasis, Aqykliotes,
and Nardoa.
The CoLUBRiD^ are far from numerous. One species of
the genus Coronella has been described, one oiHerhertophis, one
of ZamenopJi'is, and two of Tropklonofus. Several species of
Dkndrophis are found in the tropical forests of the north
;
one species only extends into the temperate regions of New
South Wales.
Three species of the Dipsaihdte have been noticed. The
extreme north-west of the country has supplied single species
of the genera Cerberus, Myron, and Fordonia, all of the family
HoMALOPSiD^^. The Crotalid^ ai-e entirely unknown in
Australia, and the ViPERiDTEare represented by only one species,
the "Death Adder," mentioned previously.
The SAURIA, or Lizards, are also numerous. The total
number of s])ecies of the Order in the world may amount to
900, and of these about 150 are Australian, or one-sixth of
the whole. The families AMPHiSBiENiD^, Chamgeleonid^si,
lGUANIDiE,LACERTIBiE,AMEINIDiE,CERCOSAURIDiE, ChAL-
cun-DM, and Zonurid^ are entirely absent from the country.
The GEISSOSAURA are very numerous; indeed the families
Gymnophtiialmid^ andSciNciD^ are chiefly Australian; the
snake-like genera Pygopus, Delma, Aprasia, and Lialis are
solely so. The same is the case Avith the Gymnophthalmic
genera, Cryptohlephanis, Morefria, 3Iemlia, MiciiUa, and
Serista. The Australian genei'a of the Scincidse are Hinulia,
Mocoa, Lyijosoma, Tetradactylus, Hemiergis, Cheluineles,
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Omoleplda, Slaphox, Rhodona^ Soridia, Trachydomurus,
CycJochig, Silnbosatfri/s, Efjernhi, Ti-opldoleijwnn.
The NYCTISAURA are also fairly numerous, and are
represented by the genera Ardi/ra, Sfrap/i/ira, Ulplodartijlus,
Pcripia, Crehi/iri, Gotiiodarff/lNx, and the very peculiar and
st)-ictlv Australian g-enus PltyUiinix.
The tribe of the STROBILOSAURA is conHned in Aus-
tralia to the family Agamid^b, and to the genera Tiaris,
C'he!<)sai/ria, Gindalla, P/ii/^lf/nafhus, Chhnnydosanrtis, Lop-
hof/?iath!/s, Diporophorn, Gr((inviatophora (many sjjecies), and
the very remarkable genus, Moloch.
The Class Amphibia is limited in Australia to the one
Order, the Bathachia Saliuntia, or Tailless Amphibia.
The Ca'cdldce and the Urodela are unknown. The number of
described species is about 50, and nearly half of these belong
to the family oi' Ilj/I'dce, or Tree Frogs, and none of the genera
of that iamily are peculiar to the country.
The RANiDiE, on the other hand, exhibit a decidedly local
character ; the genera Myzophtjes, Liinmodyna.^tex, Cn/pfolis,
Crinia, Jri/perul/a, C/ieiro/epfis, Heleioporoiis, Psoidoplivijiie,
Notadon, and M//ohafra('/nfs being strictly Australian.
The Fifth Class of the Vertebrata, the Pisces, are very
numerous in Australia. Thev were catalogued by the Hon.
W. Macleay, F.L.S., at 1291 species in 1883, and as over 100
species have since been described by Chas. de Vis, Director of
the Queensland Museum, they inay now be estimated at 1400,
or one-seventh of the total nundjcr of species of fish on the
globe, which may be roughly taken at 10,000. There is, as
might be expected irom the limitless nature of the element
they inhaljit, less speciality among the Fishes than among the
Land Animals ; but still there is sufficient to give an easily
recognisable character to the Australian Fauna. The Fresh-
water Fishes, though not numerous, are solely, or almost solely,
of genera unknown elsewhere. The Fishes of the Sea Coast
are to a much less degree distinct from those of other places,
while the Ocean, or Deep-sea Fishes, seem to difter very little
from those of the rest of the world.
There are among this Class also, as with the Birds, wide
differences in the Fauna in different parts of Australia, arising
from climate, temperature, currents, and other causes ; thus
the Fishes of the Victorian, South Australian, and Tasmanian
Coasts are almost entirely different fi-om those of the warm
regions of the north, where the Polynesian tyjie predominates ;
mixed towards the north-west with Indo-Malayan forms; while
the coast of New South Wales, with its warm current, form?
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the meeting-ground of the Fishes of both zones. The Fishes
of the West Coast are but little known.
There are about 200 species of Percoid Fishes in Australia. Of
the group Percina, there are a few species of Lates, which are
the best fishes of the East Coast and Victorian rivers of strictly
Australian genera
—
lUicroperca and Enoplo.ms, The Ser-
RANiNA or Rock Cod groups are numerous, the genus Serramts
generally occupying the warmer seas, and Plectropovia the tem-
perate ; Meso2orion is also numerously represented. There are
several other genera, but the most distinctive are Myr'wdon and
Glaucosomo.. There are two species of Priacantlm.s in Aus-
tralian waters. The Apogonina are small fishes, and present
no forms of a marked local character. The genus Anibassh^
is found in the north, but in other parts its place seems to be
occupied by Pseudo-amhassis, a genus only found in Australia;
Edelia, Acantlioperca, and Blannoperca are also Australian
genera belonging to this gi'oup. Some species of the genera
Apogon and ApogomchtJiijs are inhabitants of fresh water, and
Castelnau's genus GvU/reria is entirely a river fish. The group
Grystina consists, with a few exceptions, of freshwater fishes,
mostly of considerable size and great value. The chief excep-
tion to this rule is the genus Arripis, of which there are two
species ; the one best known, Arripu salar, the Salmon of the
Colonies, is a handsome fish of large size, which frequently
appears on the coast of New South Wales and Victoria in
large shoals, and is most destructive to other fish ; it is of little
value for food, and in form and habit resembles more one of
the raptorial Sco)i)hr/d(P than, a true perch. The Freshwater
genera of this gi'oup are OligoncK, the genus of the far-famed
" Mui-ray Cod," of which some species are found in rivers on
the Eastern Coast, and also in salt-water. Cfe)wlafes, seyeml
species, fine fish inhabiting the Murray system of rivers
;
Murratjia, the same ; BiveriNa, the same ; Daks, northern
rivers; and Hierapov, many species inhabiting all rivers, and
some species Marine Fishes.
The group Pristitomina contains a number of sjjecies of
the genera Pristvpoma, Da(/ra)nvio, Gerre.^, Scolo'p.^is, Doitex,
Apliarcns, &c. ; only two genera seem remarkable
—
Ilifpero-
f/h/phe and HisHop/iorus : the latter contains two species,
large fishes, and apparently very rare.
The Squamipinnes are rare in the temperate parts of tke
Australian seas ; but in the tropical i-egions the genera
C'ha4odon, HenJoclt.vs, Holacanthtix, and Chehno become
abundant. The genera Srorpi.s and Atypu^ placed in this
family are almost exclusively Australian forms. The Nandidje
are only represented hy a very few species of Plesiops and
Trarlibiups, Australian forms, lo which n)ay be added the
genus RuppeUia of Castelnuu. The true NANDiDiE (fresh-
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water fishes), are unknown. The Mullid^ number about 12
"species of the genera Lpeneus, Upeioide!^, and MuUoidcx
;
they are moat abundant in the warm seas.
The Sparid^ are numerous. The section of these which
are vegetable feeders and Imve incisor teeth is laigely repre-
sented by the genera GirelJa (Blackfish), Parlii/met«pon,
l^ephrceoysi, and HapJodactf/lus; those witli molar teetli embrace
some of the most valuable food fishes of the country, including
species of Pdcjrus (the fSclmapper), Chrt/sophri/s (the Black
Bream), Lethri/it(s, and Sphferodoii. The Cii-r/iltida;, also
very valuable as food fishes, are represented by genera entirely,
or almost entirely, Australian ; these are Latris (the Trumpeters),
ChilodactylHS (the Morwhangs), Nonodactylus, Daciylophovu^
Psllocran'ium, and Mendomma,—this last a Chilian genus.
The ScoRPiENiD^ are more remarkable than numerous
;
Sebastes and Scorpa^ena are widely distributed genera, but the
others are for the most part confined to Australian waters, and
are some of them of ])eculiar Ibrms. Among these are Ghjp-
tanchen, Pteros, Centropor/on (some of tiiem river fish),
Jloloxeiiits, Pentarofje (the Forty-skew), Af/nopus, Aploacfis,
and SjjnancidhiDi.
The Teuthidid^ number about 10 species, with one or two
exceptions all inhabitants of the coral reefs of the north, and of
wide range. The BerycidjE are few ; there is a fine Perifx
(the Nanygai), found on the East Coast. Three species of
Tracliichfhijx (a very extraordinary form, peculiar to Australia
and New Zealand) are known. Moxorentrix is said to have
been found, and the few species of Mynpri.stis and Molo-
centrum included in the list of Australian Fishes are all from
the tropical parts of the country.
There are five or six species of the Kurtid^e, of the genera
Pempheris, Neopemplierls, and Kiirtns. The Polynemid.e
are met with chiefly in the estuaries of the Queensland I'ivers,
and even in fresh water ; there are in all six species known to
be inhabitants of Australia, and some of these attain a great
size.
Six or seven species of SciiENiDJE are also found in
Australia. The Sciaena of the Mediterranean is paid to be
the same as the Australian Scicena Antarctint. 0/ol/thi/s,
or Teraglin, is a well-known Fish in Sydney. Tlie other
two genera, Corcl/ia and Lhnhrhia, seem to frequent the
estuaries and river mouths of Queensland. The XiphiidjE
and TRiCHiURiDiE are represented, but being Fishes of
enormous range they present no Australian peculiarity.
The AcANTHURiDiE are numerous, but inhabit chiefly
the coral seas of the North and for the most are identical
with the species of the Polynesian seas. The Carangid^ are
in Australia, as in some other parts of the world, a most
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important family. They number about 40 Australian species,
chiefly of the genus Caran, and Hre most abundant in the
warm latitudes, while the genus Seriola, including the " King
Fish " and " Samson Fish '' of Sydney, and the " Yellow Tail "
of Melbourne, fishes of very large size, are only found in the
temperate zones. The genus Ne2)tonemtis is the only one of
limited range, and that extends to New Zealand. The NoMEiDiE,
CoRYPHiENiDiE, and Cyttid^, everyAvhere families of small
extent, are in Australia represented by two species each,
Nowens Gronocii and PIdfydatliens cidtratuvi, a genus
limited to Norfolk Island and New Guinea, of the first of
these families; Coryphama 'panctulata, and Brama Rail of the
second, and Cyttus Austral)^ (John Dory) of the third. The
ScoMBRiDffi are all Ocean Fishes, and of unlimited range; they
are therefore all found, as might be expected, in one or another
part of the Australian seas. All, or nearly all, the genera are
represented, and a few new species have been described, but
there seem to be no marked or distinctive local characters. The
TRACHiNiBiE include some very remarkable Australian forms.
Among the group Uranoscopina are the extraordinary
genera Kathefostoim and Leptescopus. Among the Trach-
ININA are Percu, SUlago, Aplirifes, and Bovichthys,—
almost exclusively Australian or South Pacific forms.
Opisthof/nafhus is anothei- curious genus abundant in these
seas, though not exclusively confined to them. The
Batrachidje are represented by four species of the genus
Batrachu>i. Of the Plediculati thei'C are 12 species ofA7iten-
}iarius, chiefly from the tropical regions of Queensland, and
three species of the curious Tasmanian genus JBrachio-
nlrhthys. The Cottina ai-e richly represented by the genus
Platyceplialus (the Flatheads), which abound in all the Indian
seas. Twenty species ai'e fbvmd in Australia, some of them
being among the most valuable food fishes of the country; the
other Australian Cottina are limited to a few species of
TrigJa, Lepidotrigla, and Dactylopfcrus. The Gobiid^ are
numerous, but do not seem to differ much from those of other
parts of the world. The species are chiefly of the genera
Goh'iiis, Ajwrrypfe.i, Gohiosonui, Gohiodoii, Periopt/ialmns,
Ekofris, and CaUwny)iius; the only entirely Australian genus
is Aristeas, which Castelnau has ])laced with this family. It
is found in rivers only. The BLENNiuiE are numerous and
some of them of eccenti-ic appearance, the genus Patceciis
most remarkably so. The genera richest in species are
Petroseirfes, Salaj/us, and Cristiceys. There are several other
genera, but with few species. The SpHYRiENiD^ are repre-
sented by two species of SpJiyra'na and a genus (strictly Aus-
tralian) possessing one species, Lanioperca mordax, generally
placed in this family.
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The ATHERiNiDse seem to be abundant about the river
mouths in all ])arts of Australia, but only a small number have
been ilescribed, and these, with the exception of the _u;enuHi
Neniafort^nfris, pi'esent no remarkable featui-es.
The Mu(HLiDiE number about 25 species; tliey are to be
seen sometimes in enormous shoals, and are inhabitants of the
coasts, estuai-ies, and rivers. The species differ on different
parts of the Coast, but they are everywhere fishes of the finest
quality, and might be converted into a most valuable article of
export. The genera are MuijU, ArjonosfonKi, and JIi/xus, the
last two solely Australian.
The curious Gasterosteiform fishes, the Fistularid^e, are
represented by one Fistnlnrta and one AitlostoDta ; the Cen-
TRisciDiE by two species of Centriscua and two of Amph'isiJc.
The GoBiosciD.E possess two genera in Anstralia, the Tas-
manian genus Crepidof/dsfe/-, of wliich there are two species,
and one s])ecies of Gohicsox.
The Ophiocei'halida^ are represeutPil by one species only
—
0. sfr/afus, 131. The Trachvptkrid.'e are seldom seen.
MegaI(Bnis t/Iadlus is said to liave been caught on the Tasmanian
Coast. Refiiihccus .hichsonensix has been described by Ramsav
from Port Jackson from one specimen, and a specimen of
Trachi/pterus Alirvliy. Kner has been lately taken on the East
Coast of Tasmania. One species of the Notacanthi, Nota-
rant/ii/.'! s-exapinis, hns been taken in King George's Sound.
The PomaceXT R I ]3^ are nimierous in the warm latitudes
of North Australia. Parma and GUpJnjdodon are the only
genera found in the temperate regions.
The LABRiDiii: must number quite 100 s])ecies in Australia.
The genera are for the most part identical with those of the
Indian Seas. There are 17 genera in all. The most numerous
in species of those iidiiiljiting tropical seas are Cha-rops and
Psci(dosca)-i!s. The most j)opulous genus of the Southern
Coasts is Ldhrivliiliyx, which numbers neai'ly 40 species. A
very exti'aoi-dinary genus
—
SiplidnognatJtuif—perhaps the most
marvellous looking fisli in existence, is placed by Gunther in
this family, and in the gronj) Odacina It is found on the
South Australian Coast.
The next Order of Fishes—the Axacanthini— are not
largely represented in Australia, but an Australian character is
distinct throughout. The Gadopsii).T3 constitute a strictly
Australian family, having only one genns and one species. It
seems to form a link between the Acanthoi)teryginous fishes
and the Gadidae. It is found in most of the rivers of New
South Wales, Victoria, Tasmania, and South Australia.
The LvcoDiDiE are represented by a single species of a
single Australian genus, found in Noithoi-u Queensland. The
GADiDiE, which occupy sucli a j)rouiinont position in other
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regions, both for their numbers and their value to the human
race, are here few in number and unimportant, being limited
to a few species of Lotella, Pkyslcidus, and Psetidoph/sis.
The OpHiuiDiE are far from numerous, but are sufficiently
interesting. A species of DineinoUchfJiys comes from the
extreme North. A Genijpterus (two feet long) is found in
.
Hobson's Bay. Tj/phlonus and Ayliyonus are genera found at
great depths ("Challenger") on the North-east Coast, and
Fierasper and Congrofiadus come from the coral reefs of the
North. The Macrurid^ of Australia consists of one species
of 31acruri(s and three of Cori/p/uenoide>!, all from the South
Coast, one at a depth of 2000 fathoms ("Challenger.")
The PLEURONECTiDiE of Australia nmnber about 40 species.
They are probably much more numerous, as the use of the
trawl net, tlie only means of catching them, has never been
introduced into the country. The well-known genera and
species of this family in the European seas are I'epresented in
Australia by different genera for the most part, but there is
nothing cons]jicuously distinctive. The Silurid^e are not
numerous. Several genera are found in the fresh waters of
the northern portion of Austi'aiia, and a fine species of Cop'ulo-
(llania is abundant in most of the inland rivers. The genus
C)ik[oglanh is abundant on the East Coast, Species of Ariu>^
are found among the coral reefs.
The ScoPELiDJE are deep sea fishes, and probably widely
distributed. The genera chiefly represented in Australia are
Sdurus and Scmrida. The beautiful Auhpvx (Sergeant
Baker) is not uncommon. Scopelus and Aloepidomm-us are
also found occasionally. Of the Stomiatid^ two species
have been fourd at depths of over 2000 fathoms, one on the
North-west, the others on the South Coast ("Challenger.")
The great family of Salmonid^ is entii'ely imknown in
Australia, with the exception of two very curious genera, each
of one species, found in the rivers of the colder regions of the
south. These are the genera Prototortre^, a small fish found
in the Victorian and Tasmanian rivers, and MetropUina, also
found in New Zealand rivers. The Galaxid^ constitute a
family remarkable in many respects. They are found only in
tlic rivers of the extreme south of South America, of the
Falkland Islands, of the South of New Zealand, of Tasmania,
of Victoria, and the rivers of New South Wales floAving from
the great mountain range of the country. The peculiar distri-
bution of these veiy peculiar fishes gives support to the belief
held by many scientific men that a great Antarctic Continent
at one time extended from America to Australiti. About 20
species of the one genus Galaxiax have been described from
Australia.
All the sreiaera of the Scombrescodije are found in
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Australasia. One genus
—
Hemirliampuii—containing several
species, all known as " Gar Fish," is highly valued as an
edible fish. The large families of Cyprinid^ and Cyprino-
DONTiT)^ are unrepresented in Australia. One species of the
GoxoRHYNCHiD^E is louud OH the South Coast. In the northern
rivers of Queensland a large iish of a semi-Ganoid character is
found ; it is tlie Hurraiivindi of the Aborigines, and is of the
genus Osfeot/loMsifii), a genus known to exist also in rivers of
ti-o])icHl America and the East Indies. It is one of the most
renuirkabie of Australian fishes.
The Clupkid.i-: are rather numerous; about 25 species are
recorded in Mucleay's catalogue. They are chiefly of the
genera EiifjraulU and Cli'pea, and several of them fi-equent
fresh water. One species
—
Cliipea mijax—almost identical
with the English Pilchard, visits the coasts of Victoria and
New South Wales at certain seasons in vast shoals, but no
attempt has ever been made to catch and utilise them. A
species of the Ai.EPOCEPHALiDiE was dredged by the "Chal-
lenger" naturalists from a depth of 1400 fatlioms in North
Australian vwaters. The Symbranciiid^'E of Australia consists
of one species of i-^ij)nhninchn>^ and two of ChUohranchux, a
genus peculiar to Australia. The MuR.'ENiDiE are abundant
in the seas and many of the rivers of the country. The genus
Miirfsiia is most numerous about the coral seas of the north.
The two very remarkable, though very distinct forms, Xe;;i'o-
copliatus and Pcf/as/is, generally ranked v.-itli the "Teleostei,"
are found in Australia.
The Order LOPHOBRANCHII is nearly Australian ; that
is, out of a total ibr the world of about 100 species there
are nearly 50 Australian. Most of the genera known in other
parts are represented, while there ai'c several genera known
only from Australia.
The Order PLECTOG :\ ATHI is -m^o of a decidedly
Australian character. Tlie Scleroderji i, out of a total ofabout
100 species, number over 50 Australian, chiefly of the genus
Monacunthii^ and Osti-ari ui : while tlie Gyjinodontes, out
of a total of 80 species, number quite 30, and sevei-al of the
genera are solely Australian.
A species of Oriliofjnrh'ciix seems to nttain r.?i enormous size
in the Australian Ocean. '
The GANoiDiiE, if represented at a.li, are represented by a
very anomalous fish, peculiai- to the Burnett and Dawson
Rivers of Queensland. It is of the family Sirenoidefe, and is
the analogue of the Protopte/ its ot' the rivers of tropical Africa,
and of the Lepidostnen of the River Anuizon of South America.
Mr. Krefft first discovered its affinity to the fossil genus
Ceratodns, of Agassiz, and named the genus ('cratodtis l^^orster!.
The Embryology and mode of reproduction of this curious fislj
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has been investigated lately by Mr. Caldwell, a distinguished
science student of Cambridge, and he has found its affinity in
these respects to the Newt extremely close.
One species of the CniMiERiB^, of the g6nus CaUorhi/nchus
is feund in the cold seas of the south. The Plagiostomata
occupy a marked place in the Fauna of Australia. The
Selachoidei, or Sharks, number about 40 species, in a total of
about 126. All the main groups or families are included in
the 40 species, and one family, consisting of the genus Heter-
odontus, may be regarded as almost an Australian form. It
seems to have been common in the Jurassic period, but the
only species known at the present day are two species Aus-
tralian, one Califoi'nian, one Japanese, and one Galipago
Islands. It is known in Australia as the " Port Jackson Shark."
A remarkable discovery has lately been made of a large
specimen of the Arctic Basking Shark (Selache maxhna) on
the South Coast of Victoria, near Portland Bay.
The Batoidei are not cjuite so proportionally numerous in
Austraha, being only about 25 species in a total of 140, but
still a large proportion. All the families are represented, and
some of the species are of great size. A specimen of Ceratoytera
in the x4.ustralian Museum, Sydney, is of gigantic dimensions.
Of the Order MARSIPOBRANCHII, the Family
PETROMYzoNiDiE is represented by a species oi Mordacia, a
genus found also on the Chilian Coast, a species of Neomordaria
exclusively Australian, three species of Geotria, a genus also
found on the Chilian Coast, and one species of a strictly
Australian genus Yarra, all from fresh or brackish water on
the South Coast. One species of the Australian Amjjldoxvs,
or Lancelot, may be readily obtained on almost all parts of the
Coast of Victoria and New South Wales by dredging at some
depth on a sandy bottom.
SUB-KINGDOM MOLLUSCA.
The MoUusca of the entire world must number nearly, if not
quite 30,000 fossil and recent species. The number ofAustra-
lian species is about 5000. This is a large percentage (l-6th)
for Australia; biTtthe climate, the large sea-frontage, the nature
of the coast-line, all combine to make Australia a favourable
resort for this sub-kingdom.
There is less, however, in the Mollusca than in any other sub-
kingdom of the Animalia of a peculiarly Australian character
to be observed,—in fact, except in one or two not very
important peculiarities, there is nothing to separate the region
from tlie rest of the world. Of the Class BRANCHIOPODA
theie are only about 80 existing species. Of these eight are
Australian, one of the Craniid^, the rest Terebratulid^ ;
six of them found in Port Jackson. The Class LAMELLI-
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BRANCHIATA, which includes nearly all the Bivalves, is
"said to number in all, Recent and Fossil, 14,000 species, and as
it is calculated that there are quite 2000 species of existing
species of this Class, it is evident that they must be proportionally
exceedingly numerous in Australia. Almost all the Families
are represented, those most conspicuously so being the
Pectinid-e, Aviculid^, Mytilid^e, Arcidje (including
the Australian genus Trigon'm), Unionid-iE, Tellinid^,
SoLENiD^, and Mactrid^. Of the Class PTEROPODA
nearly every Family is represented, but there are not more
than 15 Australian species known in all. The Class GASTRO-
PODA, everywhere numerous, quite keeps up its character in
that respect 'in Australia. The Order SCAPHOPODA
is represented by 15 species of the DENTALiDiE. The
Order OPISTHOBRANCHIA is well represented. Of
the Section Abranchia there are six species. Of the
NuDiBRANCiiiA 125 spccics, of all the families. Of the Infero-
BRANCHiAthree species ofPlt/llidia ; andoftheTECTOBRANCHiA
about 50 species, belonging to all the families. Of the next
Order of the Gastropods, the PSOROBRANCHIA, there are
little short of 1500 species in Australia against a total of 12,000.
'
All the Families are to be found in Australia, but some in more
than average abundance. The Volutid^ alone number 200
species, and Australia is considered the metropolis of the genus
VoLUTA ; the CvpRiNiDiE, CoNiDiE, Terebrid^, and
MuRiciDiE are also very numerous. A species of the
LiTTORiNiD^ of the genus RauHnia is found alive in New
South Wales, Mdiile another species of the same genus is found
fossil in the Paris Basin. The last Order of the Gastrojjods,
the PULMENIFERA, are sufficiently numerous, but only two
of the five families are included in the Australian Fauna,—the
AuRicuLiD^, of which there are about 100 species, and the
Helicid^, numbering in Australia nearly 400 species.
Australia is regarded as the ti'ue home of the genus Helix. Of
the small class ofHETEROPODA, feAv in number everywhere,
there are in all eight Australian species, belonging to the genera
Janthina and Reclima.
The CEPHALOPODA are abundant on the Australian
Coasts. There are two species of Nauf.ilvs, one of Spinila,
four of Sepia, two of Sepiola, ten of the LoIifji)fi(](P, three of
Octopus, and three of the Arr/onaKtida'. The Class
TUNICATA are apparently very numerous, the Ascidioidia
particularly, but they have never been much studied, and really
very little is known about them. Of the BIPHORA there
are four species of the Salpidce.
The third Sub-kingdom of the Animalia, the A R T H R O-
P O D A is, as in all parts of the world, exceedingly numerous
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in species. Pascoe calculates their numbers at '200,000. Of
the four classes into which, the Sub-kingdom is divided, the
Insecta are very much the most numerous, and the position
they occupy in the Australian Fauna will be best ascertained
by taking the different Orders in succession.
Though all or nearly all of the most important Families of
the various Orders are well represented, yet the genera are as
a rule so distinct from those of other parts of the world, that
anyone having the slightest acquaintance with Entomology
would at a mere glance recognise an Australian collection.
The Order COLEOPTERA is the most numerous and best
worked out in Australia of all the Orders of Insecta. The
numbers of this Order for the whole world are estimated at
80,000, and of these quite 10,000 may be quoted for Australia,
and it is probable that in a few years' time thousands may be
added to that estimate.
The CiciNDELiD^ are not very numerous, and the most
noticeable feature about them is the appearance of the African
genus Megacephala and the South American genus Tetracha.,
The Family of the Carabide is a very large one, and presents
marked peculiarities. The true Carabide, containing the
genera Carahuft, Tefffns, CycJirus:, Leistns, Nehria, Elojjhruft,
Omophron, &c., are entirely unrepresented, except by two species
of Caloitoma and the Australian genus Pamhorus.
The Truncatipennes are also very numerous, but they
differ very much from the Truncatipennes of other countries.
A numerous group, the IleUnomdce, are almost exclusively
Australian, as are also the genera XantJiopldcea, Hoviothes,
Sarathrocrepis, Philophlcen.s, Agonochila, Catmeopus, Sco-
podes, Siljohontorpha, and Adelotopus.
The MoRio group is fairly numerous, and includes the
largest known Carabideous insect ( CnnipyJoenemis Scliroetten.)
The BiPARTiTi are numerously represented in Australia by a
section of the Sub-Family of ScARiTiDiE, originally all con-
tained in the Fabrician genus Carenmn. It is now divided
into ten genera, and comprises over 200 species. The
Feronidje and Harpalid^e are also numerous, but are, with
a few exceptions, very like insects of the same families else-
where. The BembidiiDjE seem to be few, but is not unlikely
that their small size may have caused them to escape the notice
of collectors. The Families Dytiscidje and Gyrinid^ are
not numerously represented, and exhibit no peculiar
characteristics.
The Palpicornia are few in species, but all the families are
represented.
The Staphylinid^ are remarkably few in number ; the
PsELAPHiDiE seem to be abundant. The Clavicorn Beetles
are not very numerous, but most of the families have their
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representatives—the Paussidje, in the genus Arfhro2)ferus,
40 species; .the ScYDM^NiDiE in the genera Scydmcenus,
Heterofjnathtis, &c., in all 16 species; the SiLPHiDiE, in one
species of Ptomaphila and two of Choleva ; and the Scaphi-
BiDJE, by six species.
The HiSTERiDiE number 25 species; the Phalacrid^ one
species; the Nitidulid^ 30 species, chiefly of the genera
Brachypeplus and Carpoph}lu)<. The Trogositid^ are repre-
sented by the curious genus Leperina. The Passalini are
well represented; the Colydiid^ by 3ferijx, Deretraphus,
Bothrideres, and other genera, in all about 40 species.
The CucujiDiE and all the other families are sparingly
represented. The Lucanid^e are not numerous, the prevailing
forms being of the genera iilii/ssonotn.% Lamprhna, Dorcus,
jLissotes, Figulus, &c.
The Lamellicornia are not numerous, but they possess in
a marked degree a distinct Australian character. The country
is singularly deficient in the large CopRiDiE, though there are
a good number of such genera as Onthopliagwi and the entirely
Australian genera Cephalodesmlus and Tesserodon. The Sub-
Family CETONiiDiE are few in species ; they consist for the
most part of beautiful insects of the almost entirely Australian
genus Schizorhina, though in the Northern districts the Indo-
Malayan genus Loinaptera makes its appearance. The
RuTELiD^ of other parts of the world are here represented
by the very showy genera Anoplofjnathux, Repsivwx, and
CaUoodes. The Melolonthid^ are very numerous, the most
chaiacteristic Australian genera being Diphucephala, Phyllo-
torus, Mcechidhts, Lipnretrus, &c. The Dynastid^e are not
numerous, but there are a few large and remarkable species of
the family found in the country. The genera Bolhoceras, Tro,
and the remarkable Australian genus Cryptodus, abound in
species.
The Sternoxi are as abundant in Australia as inany part of
the world. The BupRESTiDiE are enormously numerous, the
most characteristic Australian genus Sthjiiiodera possessing over
220 described species. The TnRosciDiE and Eucnemibje are
few in number. The Elate rid^e are very numerous, the
chief genera being Alans, Tetrahbus, and Monocrepidha<.
(,)f the MALOCODERMES Australia possesses no
CebrionidjE; several Rhipickrid^ of the genera Rhipiccra,
and CalUr]u2)is ; two species of the DASCiLLiDiE ; and of the
TELEPHORiDiE a verv limited number, chiefly of the genera
Metriorrkynchux, Teiephortis, Laius, and Carphurus. The
Clerid^ number over 100 species, many of them of genera
almost entirely Australian. The other families of the Maloco-
dermes are verv sparinglv represented.
The TETRAMERA"^ are abundant, but show a remark-
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able absence of some of the riiost populous groups of
other parts of the world ; thus the Tenebrionidje in
Australia, though numerous enough, show few of the European,
American, and African Sub-Families, and are chiefly represented
by the genera Aviarygnus, Adelium, Ce2)haleus, Heleus, and
genera allied to them. The genus Zopherosis is one of the
most remarkable of the Australian forms. All the Trachelidous
families of the Heteromera are present, but some, as the
Cantharidje and Melandryidje, very sparingly.
The TETRAMERA are very numerous. The Rhynco-
PHARA alone must number in Australia quite 2000 species ; the
groups formed of the genera Leptoin, Catasarms, Amycterus,
Psalidura, Gonipterus, Rhinaria, and the host of genera
formed out of them, are among the many characteristic
Australian forms in this division of the Tetramera.
The XYLOPHAGA are few in number.
The LONGICORNIA, on the other hand, abound. About
550 species have been described, chiefly by Mr. Pascoe; the
genus Phoracantha among the CERAMBYCiDiE, and Symphe-
letes and Penthea among the Lamiid-s:, form the largest
Australian groups. The Phytophoga are extremely numerous
as a whole, particularly the families Cryptocephalid^ and
CHRYSOMELiDiE ; in the latter family the genus Paropsis, an
Australian form, numbers over 200 species. The Eupodidje
are few, but include the noticeable genera Carpophagus and
Megamerus. The Cassidid^ and Hispid^ are very few in
number. The Hatticid^ and GALERUCiDiE are fairly
numerous. The Erotylidje are limited to about 10 species,
mostly of the genus J^2^iscapha, The Australian Trimerous
Beetles consist of a few of the Aphidiphaga, of the genus
Epilachna, and a very few of the Fungicola.
The next Order, the HYMENOPTERA, have not been so
much attended to as the Coleoptera, so that no estimate can be
formed of their numbers, but they are undoubtedly very numerous.
The Cynipid^, Chalcididje, PROTOTRUPiDiE, and Ichneu-
MONiDiE are not only numerous, but they present some very
remarkable forms. The Formicidje are still more abundant.
The FossoRES are also very numerous, the genus Thynnus
constituting the most strictly Australian group. The Apid^
are not very numerous. The Tenthridinid^ are represented
only by the genera Perga and Nematus.
The Order ORTHOPTERA is, if not so numerous as the
other Orders, quite as remarkable. Blattid^ are numerous
;
the Mantidje and Phasmatid^ of Australia are remarkable
for their size and beauty. The Gryllid^ contain species of
very singular forms, and the AcRiDiiDiE include some very
destructive species of JEcUpoda or Locusts. The Euplex-
optera (Earwigs) are also numerous.
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The NEUROPTERA and TRICHOPTERA have
been little studied in Australia, and, with the exception
of the large-sized species, are little known, but they are
certainly rather numerous on the whole, the Ephemeriu^e
being the least numerous, and the Termitid^e the most so.
The LEPIDOPTERA form everywhere a very populous
Order, and nowhere more so than in Australia. It is difficult
to guess even at their probable numbers; but Mr. Meyrick,
who has been engaged upon the Microlepidoptera for some
years, estimates their number at many thousand species.
The Diurnal Butterflies of Australia consist, according to
Masters's Catalogue, of 200 species, but the greatest number
of these are from Northern Queensland, and are evidently
originally migrants from the Indo-Malayan region ; among
these may be ranked the magnificent genus OrnitJioptera, of
which four species or varieties are found in Australia.
The readiness with which some Butterflies change their
residence is exemplified by the passage of an American
Butterfly (Dayiak Erlppiis, Cram. J, of late years from the
west coast of America to Australia, and its now complete
voluntary acclimatization in that country. Eurtjcu.s is the
only entirely Australian genus among the PAPiLioNiDiE ; but
among the Day-flying Moths thei-e are several, such as
Si/uemon, Etischenion, Damias, and Af/arisfa. The Sphin-
oiD^, BoMBYCiD^, NoctuidijE, and Geometrid^e are
numerous, handsome, and many of them of large size. The
Microlepidoptera seem to be in incalculable numbers. Mr.
Meyrick calculates the QEcephorid^ alone at 2000 species.
The DIPTERA is also an Order extremely rich in numbers,
but the smaller and more numerous of the Australian groups
have never been studied. Schiner, in " The Diptera of
the Novara," estimates the Diptera of the world at 19,449
species, and of these he gives only 1056 to Australia. Three
times that number would probably be under the mark. The
CECYDOMYiDiE, for instance, are very numerous in Australia,
and yet only three species have been described.
The jABANIDiE, ASILIDZE, AcROCERIDjE, BoMBYLIIDiE,
and MusciD^ are very numerous, and present some local pecu-
liarities. Syrphiu.s;, on the contrary, are rare, and tlie
CEsTRiD^ are unknown.
The HEMIPTERA and HOMOPTERA are numerous,
and most of the families are represented. Of the first of these
Orders the Reduviidje are the most largely distributed. The
Hemiptera are not only numerous but are most peculiar
and interesting; most of the families however, more particularly
the CocciD^s; and PsYLLiDiE, are almost unknown.
The Class A R A C H N 1 D^ are numerous proportionally
to the rest of the world. The Phalangiid^ are very few, but
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the Chelifera and Scorpions abound; the Spiders are ex-
tremely numerous, and of many families, and the Acarid^,
IxoDiD^, Trombidj^, Gamasid^, &c. abound throughout the
country. The Class MYRIOPODA comprises in Australia
numbers of Julidje, and an amazing number of species of
SCOLOPENDID^.
The CRUSTACEA, the last Class of the Anthropoda,
are, as far as the Malacostracea are concerned, well known.
Mr. Haswell, M.A.,B,Sc., having lately completed an excellent
catalogue of them. The number of species by that catalogue
is 538, which, with others described since, will probably bring
the total to 600. Mr. Haswell has also lately published a
paper on the Pycnogonid^ of Australia, about eight in
number.
The other Sub-classes of the Crustacea, the Entomos-
traca, Epizoa, and Cirrepepia, are undoubtedly numerous,
but they have been very little studied.
The VERMES, the fourth Sub-kingdom of Animals, are
in all their heterogeneous Classes well represented in Australia,
but with the exception of some groups of the Annelidje and
PoLYZOA, are very little known. Mr. Haswell has lately
described a number of the Australian forms of the Order
Chjetopoda. The Oligochjeta are few in number, but
comprise one at least giant species. Hirudinid^ are numerous.
The ScoLECiDA are probably as numerous in Australia as in
any part of the world, but no one has paid much attention to
them. All the Mammals, Birds, and Fishes seem to be well
stocked with them, all probably distinct species ; but the genera
seem to be the same as in other places. All, or nearly all, the
Entozoa of man and the domestic animals are found in
Australia, but they probablj^ came with the European.
The ROTIFERA are believed to abound. Sagitta is
found.
The Fifth Sub-kingdom of Animalia, the E C H I N O-
DERMATA, are exclusively Marine Animals, and in a
country with an extensive seaboard and a favourable climate
like Australia, might be expected to hold a predominating
position, and they do so.
The vast mass of coral reefs and islands known as the
Barrier Reef, extending from the latitude of about 25°
to 8° south, or until it reaches New Guinea, skirting the
East Coast of Australia for over 1000 miles at a distance
varying from three to ten miles from the coast, enclosing
a smooth and warm sea, and receiving through numerous
passages the clear waters of the ocean without, offers for all
Marine Animals a haven of the most tempting character, and
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the Echinodermata seem to have availed themselves of it
to an unprecedented extent. But the prevalence of Echinoderm
life is not confined to such favoured regions,—throughout
all the Australian seas it appears in various forms. The four
Classes CRINOIDEA, ECHINOIDEA, STELLARIA,
and HOLUTHUROIDEA are all very numerously
represented in proportion to their numbers throughout the rest
ol the world. Some of the species of one of these Classes, the
HoLUTHURiD.'E, fumisli a valuable article of commerce to
China known as "trepang" or "beche-de-mer."
The Sub-kingdom CCELENTERATA is evidently
largely represented in Australia, but as yet but little has been
done in the examination of it. Dr. Von Lendenfeld has lately
been investigating the Class of Spongia, which he has found
so numerous and peculiar on the Australian Coasts as to neces-
sitate a change in nomenclature and classification.
The Order CALCAREA or CALCISPONGIA he has
found to number 53 species, and three of tiie families—HoMO-
DERMiDiE, Leucopsiu.^, and TiiiCHoxiD^—are peculiar to
Australia. The MysospoNGiiE are few in number; but there
is an interesting genus, Bajati^s, peculiar to Australia.
The CERAOSPONGItE are found by Dr. Lendenfeld to
be richer in species in Australia than in the rest of the world
united.
The MONATICERiE also predominate in Australian
waters.
The HEXACTINELLID^E and TETRACTINELLID^
are few in species.
The MONACTIPHALEiE are numerous enough, but not
proportionally so as compared with other parts of the Avorld.
The Class ANTHOZOA is also well represented. Of the
Order ALCYONARIA, five Pennatplid^ are found, and
GoRGONiDiE are a])undant.
Of the ZOANTHARIA, the AcTiNiiDiE are chiefly found
in the cool waters of the temperate regions, the Scleroder-
MATA in the tropical parts, the Medrepojiidje forming the
chief part of the extensive coral reefs which surround the
North Coast.
The Class HYDROZOA are, as a whole, also abundant.
The HYDROMEDUS^ of Australia number 243 species,
the Polyp-colonies, with chitinous skeletons, predominate ; the
Australian Sertularid^ and Plttmularid^ exceed in
number those of the rest of the world added together ; the
ephemerous Eucapillidje are peculiar to Australia. Large
TRACHOMEDUSiE are comparatively rare.
The Hydra is found in Australian rivers. The
Syponophara are rare, and show no peculiar forms.
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Of the Order SCYPHOMEDUStE only 26 Australian
species are known but additional species may be expected
from better acquaintance with the productions of the seas on
the north coast. The very curious genus Pseudorhiza is
peculiar to Australia. The Rhizostom^ constitute the chief
Australian group. The Ctenophora are present in Australia,
l)ut in very small numbers, as far as at present known. The
Orders EURYSTOMATA, SACCATiE, and TJENIAT^
are each represented by one or two species. A very beautiful
Beroid has been described from Port Jackson.
The last Sub-kingdom of the Animalia, the P R O T O Z O A,
may be passed over: they are much the same everywhere.
The Australian representatives of the various classes comprising
the Sub-kinordom have never been investio'ated.
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